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PHASE II
A NEW PUBLIC GALLERY OF MANCHESTER’S
ARCHITECTURAL FUTURE AND SERVE AS A 

DIGITAL REPOSITORY FOR GLOBAL ACCESS, AN 
URBAN FUTURES OBSERVATORY

MANCHESTER OF THE FUTURE

LLOYD STREET
CONNECTING, LANDSCAPED INTERVENTION 

BETWEEN THE TWO ICONIC SQUARES OF 
CENTRAL MANCHESTER

MANCHESTER IN TRANSITION
PHASE I

A RETROFIT OF MEMORIAL HALL ON ALBERT 
SQUARE TO CREATE AN ARCHIVE GALLERY 

SPACE

MANCHESTER OF THE PAST



listed buildings // unlisted buildings public // offices // retail // dining pedestrian space trams // buses // cars + taxis
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Heating / Solar Gain
High need for heating in this 
cool climate with little solar 
gain throughout the year imply 
heavy energy usage through 
heating

High / Average / Low Temp.
With no real extremes of 
temperature to below 0oC or 
prolonged highs, minimal de-
viation means a more reliable 
system for climate manage-
ment in a controlled environ-
ment like a gallery space

Prevailing Wind (annual)
lighter areas imply stronger 
wind showing that wind toward 
the South West is the most 
prevalent. Manchester’s tall 
built environment means wind 
can be channelled between 
buildings

Orientation
To gain the most from day light-
ing the ideal direction would be 
to the South East, however, when 
trying to avoid direct sunlight on 
precious archive, refracted day-
light can be seen as an advan-
tage

Visible Sky
Unobstructed sky means that the 
brief window in the afternoon 
when the sun is low in the West 
can be exploited to the most ef-
fect. To gain the most however, a 
skylight would mean more natu-
ral light and exploration of the 
gallery’s height.

Site model : made by Rasmus Pikk, Orlando 
Diver and myself. At 1:500 it is primarily made 
from pine with a laser-cut chipboard base



“emergence”

“divinity”

“emptiness”

This site, for me, is all about the light. The 
room stands in stark contrast to the rest of the 
building, light and airy where the basement is 
bleak and dark. When thinking about restoring a 
building, the past will inevitably play a large part 
and looking at this spacious room with it’s pulpit 
like balcony you can imagine a church scene in 
the slanted light, tall Gothic windows juxtaposing 
the gutted appearance of the place as it is now.

Abandoned buildings offer a strange feeling of 
pulling back the curtain, observing something 
hidden away and embarrassing, neglect is a 
terrible thing to see but it is pulled into focus 
by the proud exterior of the building, offering a 
clean slate to re-imagine a lost area of the city.

We explored how the process of “Camera Obscura” worked and how best to design a space built for a large-scale use 
of the technology. We used my friend’s bed-room and covered his window with black card, cutting a small circular hole 
for the light to enter through. We then set up a tripod and  set a 30 second exposure on the camera.

This idea of a large scale pin-hole camera became the basis for my initial designs with a large projection space showing 
moving images of the rest of the gallery on its ceiling. Using the division of space discussed in the emotional responses 
to the site, the break-down of dark and light spaces had a basis here, plus the camera obscura in the dark room would 
enforce a link between the two disconnected spaces.



BFI MASTER FILM STORAGE
EDWARD CULLINAN

NEUES MUSEUM
DAVID CHIPPERFIELD

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL MUSEUM
RALPH APPELBAUM ASSOC.

Cellulose nitrate 
(highly flammable) is 
kept in small rooms 
with hydraulic doors 
to quickly vent flames 
if the canisters ignite

Administration areas

Acclimatisation room

“Safety film” stores 
(less flammable)

m o d u 
l a r r e 
c i r c u l 
a t i o n

n i t r a t e 
s t o r e

a i r c o 
o l e d c 
h i l l e r

d e h u m 
i d i f i e r 
b l a d e

I have chosen as my precedents what I feel to 
be exemplary galleries in their chosen area. 
The work done by Chipperfield in the Neues 
Museum is ingenious in his protection and 
reinvention of the existing architecture. The 
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum by 
Ralph Appelbaum Associates is a great example 
of narrative space and use of light to create 
atmosphere. The BFI’s Master Film collection in 
Gaydon is exactly the opposite, a building not 
intended to be seen, and so is interesting purely 
from a technical standpoint. All use different 
approaches to the conservation and presentation 
of the cultural artefacts entrusted to them.
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l o b b y

o r i e n t a t i o n

g a l l e r y

p r o j e c t i o n

w / c i n f o / s a l e s

o f f i c e s e c u r i t y

s t o r a g e /
r e s t o r a t i o n

s e r v e r s

Storage + restoration
Highly controlled conditions, back of the 
building meaning controlled lighting.

Projection
Kept separate from gallery and entered 
via a separate staircase, this room 
features projections on every wall, this 
room is for the appreciation of film foot-
age of Manchester.

Orientation
A space to arrive and arrange your 
thoughts. More delicate collections will 
be arranged here as well as information 
panels, a reception desk and toilets.

Display
A space for presentation of photography 
and art. Lit from above, the artwork on 
show will be protected by U.V. resistant 
membrane skins suspended below the 
skylight.

The relationships between functions are common to all museums and art galleries.  As far as possible, 
collection movement and public circulation should be kept separate. Using diagrams from the Metric 
Handbook I developed a fairly universal schemata for the gallery then expanded it to suit the speciality 
areas of the project eg. projection and digital archive.

The different colours of the rooms here show the degree to which conditions must be controlled; Obvi-
ously, in places like the office and security room, people will be working so temperature must be kept to 
a comfortable level but in areas where works of art or cultural significance are kept, conditions are kept 
incredibly stable to help reduce damage over time.



After my initial reactions to the site: emergence, emptiness and divinity my plans be-
gan to revolve around the movement of the user from darkness to light. By separat-
ing private spaces such as the restoration and storage areas to the mezzanine level 
I was able to achieve a clarity in the rooms arrangement that meant the user could 
travel about the space, through the dark projection room into the light and airy 
main gallery space. Staff would use the stairs at the West of the building to move to 
the floor above, utilising an existing space.

This transition from the enclosed and relatively small and low-lying spaces of dark 
and medium rooms come in stark contrast to the vaulted ceiling of the gallery 
space. This took influence from ceilings of churches, an effect increased by the 
slanted wall of the mezzanine level in conjunction with the slant of the light com-
ing through the main windows that so inspired me to create the “divinity” reaction 
piece. 

DARK
(FOR PROJECTION)MEDIUM

(FOR INFORMATION)

LIGHT
(FOR DISPLAY)

RESTORATION

ARCHIVE STORAGE

SERVER SPACE

2nd Floor Plan 1:100

Thin corridor is designed to 
let only a small amount of 
light int the projection room

frosted glass is used to create a 
space that is lit evenly but not 
directly from the rooflight or win-
dows

2nd Floor Mezzanine Plan 1:100

Research into server space revealed that distance 
from site had almost no relevance when connected 
through ethernet cable. In this way I hope to minimise 
the footprint of the building in the Peace Garden by 
utilising space on the mezzanine level
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PROJECTION ORIENTATION DISPLAY

A space to watch films about Manchester’s architecture, 
films about architecture and  architectural films. Visitors will 
emerge into a moving arctive space or possibly activate the 

space themselves.

A space to arrive, to leave your coat and to arrange your 
thoughts. Mainstay collections will be arranged here as well 

as information desks and toilets. Neither dark nor light this is 
the hub of the gallery.

A space for presentation of photography and art. Lit from 
above the artwork on show will be protected by UV resistant 

membrane skins suspended below the window. This is the 
main view of the gallery.



moisture resistant matting will be placed on top of 
existing structural flooring (all existing floorboards will 
be stripped) sturdy 2x4 boards will run perpendicular to 
the long wall of the main gallery meaning floorboards 
will run parralel increasing the apparent length of the 
room

perspective section B-B’ 1:50



Skylight detail 1:10

existing roof structure

insulation

purlin

double glazing

U.V. protectant screens

flashing for rainwater run-off

retrofit mezzanine floor to existing 
building fabric transition 1:10

external wall

joist

galvanised steel joist hanger

insulation

perspective section A-A’ 1:50



Water Delivery
1. Sprinkler - 2nd floor mezzanine
2. Faucets - 2nd floor mezzanine
3. Faucets + Toilet - 2nd floor

Water Disposal
4. From roof guttering
5. From 2nd floor bathroom
6. From 2nd floor mezzanine lab

01.

02.

03.

04.

05.

06.

The “Manual for Curatorship” ad-
vises a constant of 55 ± 5% relative 
humidity so to maintain this I will 
use a steam humidifier, incorporat-
ed into the air-conditioning system.

This system will sit in the roof space 
above the restoration lab which will 
require dehumidifiers and the like 
as conditions will be much more 
specific and sensitive to change. 
Vents will pass along the ceiling of 
the lab and open in the ceiling of 
the gallery as unobtrusively as pos-
sible.

In the private areas on the mezza-
nine level artificial lighting is used to 
ensure that lights can be turned off 
at any moment to prevent damage 
to photosensitive material such as 
film or photographic negatives. Strip 
lighting is used to ensure an even, 
hard covering to ensure there is no 
area that is gloomy which could 
mean mistakes in preservation of 
materials.

On the ground floor halogen bulbs 
are used to give a softer light to the 
rooms, daylight is given president in 
the long gallery during the day with 
strip lights under the overhang and 
niched up in the rafters for after-
hours use of the space. Although 
the projection room is to be kept 
dark emergency lighting will be 
available and details of stair lighting 
are explored in the next page. Lights 
will be imbedded in the ceiling to 
stop them appearing when film is 
being projected. 



Using existing elevations of the Memorial Hall, 
Rasmus Pikk and myself updated the files and cre-
ated a lasercut model of the building. This allowed 
us to better recreate the lighting conditions through 
the heavily detail windows and better represent the 
internal spaces.

Using a removable piece in our site model allowed 
us to show how the internal spaces reacted to the 
overall orientation of the building. Here you see 
how the long gallery reflected the over all flow of 
the building.



To combat ultra violet damage to their  fabrics the fash-
ion giant Louis Vuitton’s flagship store at Marina Bay in 
Singapore utilised 300+ unique framed panels each 
with a U.V resistant membrane skin (PTFE and glass 
fibre with a polymer coating). This provides a semi-
transparent second skin for the building, giving excellent 
light dispersal while providing vital protection to the 
products on show.

I created a 1:1 section of the join that is used to stretch 
the fabric over the frame. Using wood, welded metal 
bars and tracing paper I looked to emulate the visual 
effect created.

I plan to use this technology in the windows and any 
skylights to create the same even light across the gallery 
while protecting its archive pieces from damage.

4.0.07

4.0.08



package {

 

 

 import flash.display.BitmapData;

 import flash.display.Sprite;

 import flash.events.Event;

 import flash.media.Camera;

 import flash.media.Video;

 import flash.utils.ByteArray;

 

 import org.libspark.flartoolkit.core.FLARCode;

 import org.libspark.flartoolkit.core.param.FLARParam;

 import org.libspark.flartoolkit.core.raster.rgb.FLARRgbRaster_BitmapData;

 import org.libspark.flartoolkit.core.transmat.FLARTransMatResult;

 import org.libspark.flartoolkit.detector.FLARSingleMarkerDetector;

 import org.libspark.flartoolkit.pv3d.FLARBaseNode;

 import org.libspark.flartoolkit.pv3d.FLARCamera3D;

 

 import org.papervision3d.lights.PointLight3D;

 import org.papervision3d.materials.shadematerials.FlatShadeMaterial;

 import org.papervision3d.materials.utils.MaterialsList;

 import org.papervision3d.objects.parsers.DAE;

 import org.papervision3d.objects.primitives.Cube;

 import org.papervision3d.render.BasicRenderEngine;

 import org.papervision3d.scenes.Scene3D;

 import org.papervision3d.view.Viewport3D;

 

 

 public class AugmentedReality extends Sprite

 {

  

  private var video : Video;  

  private var webcam : Camera; 

  private var flarBaseNode  : FLARBaseNode;

  private var flarParam  : FLARParam;

  private var flarCode  : FLARCode;

  private var flarRgbRaster_BitmapData : FLARRgbRaster_BitmapData;

  private var flarSingleMarkerDetector : FLARSingleMarkerDetector;

  private var flarCamera3D  : FLARCamera3D; 

  private var flarTransMatResult  : FLARTransMatResult;

  private var bitmapData  : BitmapData;

  private var FLAR_CODE_SIZE  : unit = 16;

  private var MARKER_WIDTH  : unit = 80;

  

  [Embed(source=”./assets/FLAR/FLARPattern.pat”, mimeType=”application/octet-stream”)]

  private var Pattern : Class;

  

  [Embed(source=”./assets/FLAR/FLARCameraParameters.dat”, mimeType=”application/octet-stream”)]

  private var Params : Class;

     

  private var basicRenderEngine  : BasicRenderEngine;

  private var viewport3D  : Viewport3D;

  private var scene3D  : Scene3D;

  private var collada3DModel  : DAE;

  private var VIDEO_WIDTH   : Number = 640;    

private var VIDEO_HEIGHT   : Number = 480;    private var WEB_CAMERA_WIDTH  

: Number = VIDEO_WIDTH/2; 

  private var WEB_CAMERA_HEIGHT  : Number = VIDEO_HEIGHT/2; 

  private var VIDEO_FRAME_RATE   : Number = 30;    

private var DETECTION_THRESHOLD : unit = 80;    private var DETECTION_CONFIDENCE 

: Number = 0.5;    private var MODEL_SCALE   : Number = 0.0175;  

  private var COLLADA_3D_MODEL  : String=“./assets/models/tower/models/tower.dae”;

  

  

  public function AugmentedReality ()

  {

   prepareWebCam();       

 prepareMarkerDetection(); 

   preparePaperVision3D();   

   

   addEventListener(Event.ENTER_FRAME, loopToDetectMarkerAndUpdate3D);  }

  

  private function prepareWebCam () : void

  {

   video = new Video(VIDEO_WIDTH, VIDEO_HEIGHT);

   webcam = Camera.getCamera();

   webm.setMode(WEBCAMERA_WIDTH,WEB_CAMERA_HEIGHT,VIDEO_FRAME_RATE);

   video.attachCamera(webcam);

   addChild(video);

  } 

  private function prepareMarkerDetection () : void

  {

   

   flarParam = new FLARParam();

   flarParam.loadARParam(new Params() as ByteArray);

   flarCode = new FLARCode (FLAR_CODE_SIZE, FLAR_CODE_SIZE);

   flarCode.loadARPatt(new Pattern());

     

   bitmapData = new BitmapData(VIDEO_WIDTH, VIDEO_HEIGHT);

   bitmapData.draw(video);

   flarRgbRaster_BitmapData = new FLARRgbRaster_BitmapData(bitmapData);

   flarSingleMarkerDetector = new FLARSingleMarkerDetector

  } 

  

  private function preparePaperVision3D () : void

  {

   

   basicRenderEngine  = new BasicRenderEngine();

   flarTransMatResult  = new FLARTransMatResult();

   viewport3D  = new Viewport3D();

   flarCamera3D  = new FLARCamera3D(flarParam);

   flarBaseNode  = new FLARBaseNode();

   scene3D   = new Scene3D();

   scene3D.addChild(flarBaseNode);

     

   collada3DModel = new DAE ();

   collada3DModel.load(COLLADA_3D_MODEL);

   collada3DModel.scaleX = collada3DModel.scaleY = collada3DModel.scaleZ =    

 MODEL_SCALE;

   //collada3DModel.z = 5;   

   collada3DModel.rotationX = 90;  //Rotates Model Around 2D X-Axis of Marker

   collada3DModel.rotationY = 0;   //Rotates Model Around 2D Y-Axis of Marker

   collada3DModel.rotationZ = 45; 

   

   flarBaseNode.addChild(collada3DModel);

   addChild (viewport3D);

  } 

  

  private function loopToDetectMarkerAndUpdate3D (aEvent : Event) : void

  {

   

   bitmapData.draw(video);

   try {

    

    

   if (flarSingleMarkerDetector.detectMarkerLite (flarRgbRaster_BitmapData,    

 DETECTION_THRESHOLD)

     flarSingleMarkerDetector.getConfidence() > DETECTION_CONFIDENCE 

      ) {

      

     

     flarSingleMarkerDetector.getTransformMatrix(flarTransMatResult);

flarBaseNode.setTransformMatrix(flarTransMatResult);

basicRenderEngine.renderScene(scene3D, flarCamera3D, viewport3D);

    }

   } catch (error : Error) {}

  }

 }

}

When exploring the idea of the physical/virtual link, what 
it comes down to in terms of interactivity is interface. 
What physical prompt can be used in a situation to con-
veniently and accurately provide data to then be repre-
sented digitally. In the case of the laptop I’m using, I hit 
the keys on the keyboard which sends an interrupt signal 
to the processor which analyses where the interrupt 
came from and takes appropriate action be it displaying 
the letter “k” on screen or cancelling an action with the 
“esc” key.

Possibly the most successful integration  of public physi-
cal/virtual linking is the use of QR codes (Quick Re-
sponse Codes), a form of bar code that can hold from 
just a URL in the more basic types to 1852 characters 
of text when the modules of the matrix are expanded. 
In this example, this is a “version 4” code that holds 
around 50 characters, and will, when scanned, open up 
the viewer’s browser and take them to the Manchester 
Town Planning Website. This has been used in industry to 
track individual car models going through the factory but 
has now been adopted in advertising and can been seen 
on everything from posters to wine bottles. Agencies 
tend to use them instead of links to websites because the 
user doesn’t have to enter a complicated address into 
their smart-phone and QR codes can be generated to 
form images and so further the campaign.

In my proposal I plan to print these codes on wooden 
blocks which the user can then interact with to create 
amazing vistas on the display screens.

Using this principle of a visual prompt to signal some 
virtual action I began exploring the idea of virtual reality 
that I had seen used before in various online videos and 
the like. Used by people like Bjarke Ingels to give live 
demonstrations of their ideas, the medium forms a link 
between the physical (you standing with a virtual marker) 
and the virtual (a pre-prepared model to be projected 
onto the marker). Following an online demonstration 
given by Samuel Asher Rivello I began constructing my 
own Flash program to enable me to hold, manipulate 
and explore virtual buildings.



Following the project’s trajectory from observation 
to generation of content, I decided that the next step 
from displaying these buildings and creating a world 
around them would be to generate your own buildings 
for your own city. One option for this would be to have 
booths at which people can create their own buildings 
through a SketchUp-esque user interface (UI) but what 
attracted me particularly was the idea of combining the 
existing, creating a dynamic clash of cultures similar to 
the landscape being displayed on the walls. This also 
provides a framework around which the models can be 
constructed which stops the creation of mountain high 
structures on pencil-points and gives a certain cultural 
significance to the creations rather than a fluffy pink 
and yellow polka-dot orb in the middle of Piccadilly 
Gardens.

The User chooses two from a wide set of icons on the 
screens and they merge to form the building of their 
choice and this then printed on a block to be used in 
the scene and displayed on the screens around the gal-
lery, creating an ever moving and transforming tapestry 
of user-generated content around the gallery.



Explorable roof
Gently sloped roof to allow for a park-like 
area  with public access

Rear access
The approach from Lloyd Street is higher than 
the surrounding area, meaning a step-down 
is necessary

Private blocks
These include the security/staff area and re-
source lab. Toilets are located at each end

Projection room
Using AR technology users will be able to 
generate cities. A collage landscape of 
buildings will be seen from the exterior of the 
booth

Display Wall
Used to display information on the exhibition 
and proposed projects for the city

Glass Panelling
Tinted glass will allow for projection and a 
cool environment, separate from the tram 
and traffic outside

This building is about a creation without distraction and so I gave large emphasis to the central booth where 
people can create their buildings and generate the future of Manchester. These creations are then displayed on the 
wall that spans much of the Eastern Facade giving visitors a fantastic panoramic view through a large-scale virtual 
window.

What was important in this stage was to emphasise the possibilities of the future but also to hint at the past so from 
the central point of the room the user can see back toward the Central Library and the Town Hall, out toward the 
Midland Hotel, see the newbuild happening on St. Peter’s square one and observe the virtual world from one posi-
tion. This sense of architecture on top of architecture is what has made Manchester and this hub for town-planning 
will form the centre of it.



PAVED PEDESTRIAN 
AREA [-1120mm]

GROUND LEVEL

FUTURE PROJECTION 
SPACE

SECURITY + STAFF 
ROOM RESOURCES LAB

MALE 
W/C

FEMALE 
W/CGRASS SLOPE

GRASS SLOPE

In my final design I transferred the focus from the 
buildings across the road to the Town Hall and Library 
to the west. The view from the middle of the building 
now encompasses both of these buildings and the new 
sky-line being displayed on the curved wall. This cre-
ates a more compact public space while allowing for 
a larger, easier to utilise (because of less curved walls) 
private space ie. the resource lab and ancillary space. 

Using a green roof and the partially submerged rear 
of the building into  the earth bank meaning the 
heating and cooling requirements of the building will 
be radically reduced. Green roofs can also provide 

filtering for rainwater that can rid it of traces of heavy 
metal which are common in urban environments like 
Manchester’s rainwater. This will mean reduced cost of 
water usage as any rainfall will filter down the slanted 
roof into water reserves at the rear of the building.

The extent of the glass walling has been slightly re-
duced and the direction of the building changed 
resulting in less direct solar gain meaning cooling 
will not be so much of an issue during the summer 
months. Overall the plans have been compressed 
and tightened to ensure a more coherent and reactive 
peace of architecture.

Phase II gallery floor plan 1:100

A’

A



MANCHESTER TOWN HALL EXTENSION, 1938

MANCHESTER CENTRAL LIBRARY, 1934

MANCHESTER TOWN HALL, 1877

Section 1:200



turf

soil

moisture retention mat

polyfoam [structure retention]

drainage layer

main roof structure

green roof detail 1:10

extruded cover plate

moisture resistant sealant

double glazed unit (outer pane tinted 
solar control glass

hollow extruded aluminium mullion

rubber gasket

glass wall frame detail 1:10

perspective section  A-A’ 1:50

the large overhang gives shade during the 
summer while allowing what direct sunlight 
is available in winter to heat the space

using a concrete slab wall and flooring allows the 
building to absorb excess heat during the day and 
radiate it at night, allowing for a steadier internal 
temperature in the gallery for longer



security/staff sprinkler

Resource Lab sprinkler

main gallery sprinkler

water supply
male bathroom

water supply
female bathroom

section 1:100

HVAC system water supply (supplemented by underground rainwater storage

green roof water filtration (feeds into underground storage tank} lighting plan



West elevation 1:100



East elevation 1:100



South elevation 1:100



North elevation 1:100



To give a sense of movement to the landscape design 
I wanted to make a multi-layed display. These displays 
will show a reflection of the world around them through 
various augmented filters. This will allow a direct and 
obvious connection between the real world and its vir-
tual counterpart.

The visuals will be affected by the amount of people in 
both galleries and certain parameters such as season, 
date and time of day. This will ensure a constantly vari-
able and reactive exhibition. It displays not the past, not 
the future but the present.

The frames will follow a very similar structure of those 
in the Memorial Hall gallery but, given that the Town 
Hall is a Grade II listed building there are restrictions on 
bolting objects to its side and so I will be using a series 
of simple weighted frames. The obvious materiality of 
the frames give the objects some much needed ground-
ing in the real world. This follows the progression from 
real-world to virtual. The Dynamic form of the frame 
will allow the panel to be slanted to account for the 
different angles of the different frames to the viewer on 
the street. This will mean the viewer is surrounded with 
screens pointing at them, heightening the relationship 
between spatial and anti-spatial

elevation 1:100



section 1:500

Throughout this project I wanted to ensure there was a meaningful connection between these two sites which, if 
left unchecked could become three separate installations completely. 

These are three very distinct stages and they all express different ideas and explore different areas but over all there 
is a constant arc that brings these together. Firstly these buildings explore themes of display: from observation 
to interaction there is a steady progression into emersion from the long gallery space to the projection room to 
the semi-interactive Lloyd Street Intervention and on to the hands-on, user-generated experience of the Phase II 
Gallery.
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manchester guardians
Kumar and Chandrasekar define a crime hotspots as requiring:

1. a suitable target
2. a motivated offender
3. absence of guardians

Geographical information systems have allow police to better 
combat crime

taking a 400 m radius...

defined by height...

connecting the rooftops...

using g.i.s software...



palace theatre will become the head-quarters for 
manchester’s guardians...

all applicants will receive a complimentary 
utility belt and crime fighting kit...

a crime is committed... a signal is instantly 
broadcast... it is picked up at H.Q... G.I.S calculates the 

quickest route
an everyday hero 
heads to the scene


